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The Harlaxton Symposium is an annual event, bringing together scholars of
different disciplines, including art, literature and history, who  have  in  common
an interest in  a  particular century of English history or culture. The proceedings
of the symposia on the thirteenth and the fourteenth centuries  have  already been

published; this is the third in the series. Two things will immediately strike any
prospective purchaser of  this  volume. First, its  high  price, which  must  surely
render it inaccessible to any but the most determined of readers; and, second,

eSpecially in relation to  that  price, the poor reproduction of  a  number of the
illustrations. In the latter respect it is possible  that  the  publishers  were at the
mercy of their suppliers: but the former ensures that any projection prophesying
a limited audience will inevitably be self-fulfilling.  This  is  a  pity since, although
many of the articles are on the periphery of fifteenth century history, the
collection as a  whole  is  a  fascinating one in which even the sidelights can reveal
a new facet of more central themes.

If one article is to be selected as seminal it is surely (despite its first  page  re-
baptism of Christopher Bainbridge as  Thomas) the deep-thinking study by
Gerald  Harriss of the cardinalate of Henry Beaufort, which argues for an

imperialist rather than a papalist interpretation of Beaufort’s pursuit of the red
hat.  Ricardians’ attention may, however, first be drawu to the two  final essays,
one by Pamela Tudor-Craig on the ‘Hastings’ Hours, and the other by Daniel
Williams, who considers the authorship of the second  continuation  of the

Crowland Chronicle, and the purpose of the codex. The volume as  a  whole
ranges  right  through the  fifteenth  century, and  rightly places the reign of  Henry
VII within its ambit. Ironically, in view of the traditional divide at 1485, the

ordering of the  collection  by the alphabetical succession of their authors  means
that  pieces whose central figure is the victor of Bosworth Field form the alpha
and  omega  of the whole.
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The opening salvo  comes  like  a  breath of fresh air. It is a study of Henry
VII as  a  military commander, as a man  with a  general’s eye for  logistics, a
quicksilver appreciation of  ‘novelties’, and  a  Reaganite leaning to astrology,
albeit  of  a  sycophantic kind. In  a  masterly display of  scholarship Dr Arthurson
has pieced together a jigsaw which  shows how the army intended for war against
Scotland was to be recruited and supplied, using mercenaries as well as
conscripts, artillery as well as  archery, ships  as well as infantry. But the  1497  war
against England’s  northern neighbour never happened. The victor of Bosworth
nearly became the  victim  of his own strategic skill, for the west rebelled at  a  time
when  the  King’s  forces, although  prepared for  war, were either still un-mustered
or  else  turning north and out of  reach  of their commander. The denouément
came  at  Blackheath:  but for that we  must  await Dr Arthurson’s forthcoming
book.

The one  reference  to Richard III in Janet  Backhouse’s  paper on the royal
library is the  footnote  signposting a forthcoming article by Margaret Kekewich
in The  Library,  a  periodical not normally noted for its Ricardian  themes.  But
her  essay on Edward IV and Henry VII as founders of the royal library is far too
interesting to pass over without further  mention  here.  Henry VII is demoted as
an informed bibliophile and the French  ambassador, Claude de  Seyssei’s
enthusiastic description of the library at  Richmond seen  for what it is, a
reflection  of the accumulated glories of Edward  IV’s  brief period as  a  collector
of fine manuscripts and of the perspicacity of Henry's own librarian, the
Fleming Quentin Poulet. The  sharp eye of  a student  of manuscripts in entire
empathy with  her  subject  leads us beyond the superficial  beauties  of the ‘coffee
table’ volumes to  a deeper  awareness of the interplay between patronage and
politics in their  illumination, and the clues to be  found  in altered heraldic
devices. One  longs  for  colour  in at  least  some  of the nineteen plates associated
with this article, and the  omission  of the British Library’s name from their
captions is an  associated  quibble. But in the richness of these illustrations we
can  begin  to understand the tightness of the Crowland chronicler’s comments
on the  Burgundian  splendours of Edward’s  second  reign.

Three  other of the twenty-three pieces in the  book  are devoted to
discussions of illuminated manuscripts or their purchasers. In Jenny Stratford’s
study of  John, Duke  of Bedford, we have an  account  of  a  bibliophile of  high
sensibility and of more voracious an appetite  than  Edward IV. The fortunes of
war provided the opportunity for his acquisition of the Louvre library of the
kings  of France: the  staggering number of these 843  books  far  outweighed
Bedford’s other purchases.  Much of this collection eventually passed  to
Cardinal Beaufort. Of the other  books  made or adapted for the  Duke  tragically
few now survive. There are, however, fascinating parallels drawn  here  with
Bedford’s acquisition, and the later dispersal, of plate and jewellery. And
despite the riches revealed by the posthumous inventories of  Bedford’s goods,
we are  left  to wonder whether the culture ran skin deep only, as one of the
trappings of wealth and power.

Th5  study by Nicholas Rogers of a  book  of hours now in the Fitzwilliam
Museum takes us more narrowly into the world of the art historian. Whereas
Bedford and Edward IV primarily patronised  continental  ateliers, the
Cambridge manuscript is shown to be an indigenous product and the precursor
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of what has  become  known  as the  Bury school. The artists were  open  to
continental influence; but we are reminded  that  it is the  element  of individual
creativity which gives these manuscripts part of their charm. The argument is,
however, ill served by the poor quality of the  accompanying illustrations.

The fourth of  these  manuscript studies will light  a  spark of immediate
recognition for  many Ricardians. The subject is the  often  reproduced and
perennially attractive  Hastings Book  of Hours. An  ingenious  argument and
enchanting commentary suggests both  that  the  book  was intended for Edward,
son of Edward IV; and  that  Hastings  was  more guilty of plotting against
Richard, Duke of Gloucester, than is  commonly supposed.  A  parallel is drawn
between the iconography of the  book  and the proverbs of Christine de Pis'an in
the _translation of  Anthony Lord  Rivers, and the illustrations themselves
viewed, with elegant argument, as if  through  the eyes of  a  child.  In terms of art
history we have not heard the last of  this  manuscript, as the participants in the
Oxford conference privileged to hear Dr Alexander’s paper well know. Pamela
Tudor-Craig, however, has  given  us not only an exposition of  a  fascinating
conundrum, but is also one of the few contributors to  attempt  to draw into her
ambit themes developed by other authors  sharing in  this collective volume.

Other commentaries on manuscripts are rather different in form. A. S. G.
Edwards unravels the familial tangle of the surviving texts  of John  Hardyng’s
chronicle, and  quggests  the  easy mutability which led  this  staunch Lancastrian
to begin the revision of his  text  in the new  dawn  of the accession of Edward IV.
An'ne Payne ranges easily and widely 1n her discussion of the Salisbury Roll, a
heraldic manuscript surviving in  both  the original and  a  slightly later  copy, the
latter possibly made  for, or in celebration of, Richard  III, the first  benefactor  of
the association that was to  become  known as the College of Arms.  The‘
iconography i5 felated to the etiquette of tournaments, and glimmerings of  a
contrived historical accuracy are  seen  in the different patterns used for the suits
of armour of the male figures. The figures  are, of  course; not portraits as 'such,
but clothes hangers for their heraldic blazons. The roll records the descent of the
Salisbury earldom, culminating in Earl Richard  (d.'l460) and thé Kingmaker,
and may have been made for the rc-interment of the Earl and his brother
Thomas  in  1463, in the family mausoleum at Bisham. As the  husband  of
Warwick’s  younger  daughter, Anne, Richard III is included 'in the copy roll
although not in the original. And in finding that  the facsimile of the copy roll
produced in the seventeenth cen_tury for Sir Christopher  Hatton  and William
Dugdale IS a faithful one, suggesting that  this  verisimilitude' lS likely to be true of
the Hatton-Dugdale facsimiles for which the original does not  surviVe, Anne
Payne performs  a  wider service to the historical  community at large.

Colin  Richmond’s  account  of the Sulyard family and their archives' 1s  again
very different 1n form and feel. Drawing from the papers now in Stafford record
office, complemented by wills regi_stered in the Prerogative Court of
Canterbury, Dr Richmond chronicles 1n his inimitable style the life and times
and, if) espécial, the property speculations and testamentary dispositiOns of
three  generations of the Sulyard family:  that  1s, of the judge Sir John Sulyard,
his  wife, and his heirs; and shares with the reader his delight  m  using the dry
archive to construct  a  living mbleau.

Dr  Richmond uses  his sources to consider, inter alia, the religion of the
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various members of the Sulyard family.  This  provides a  happy link with the
survey by Christine Carpenter of the religion of the gentry of fifteenth  century
England. She finds, in the outwards signs at least,  that  the Warwickshire
gentlemen she has chosen to study were utterly conventional in their beliefs and,
more interestingly, points out  that  expenditure on charitable works such as
roads and church  towers  — both of limited liturgical use  —  was as much an
expression of the aggrandisement of lordship as  a  credit to offset, at  death,  the
debit of sin. She  ends  with an inconclusive discussion of possible  causes of the
Reformation in England.

The concept of purgatory was, for many, one of the casualties of the
Reformation.  Yet the fifteenth century saw the compilation of  texts  which
assumed and enlarged on the doctrine of penance after death as well as the  need
for penance and contrition in life. The Brigittines, the sisters inhabiting the
convent at  Sion, much favoured by the English kings, brought, through the life
of their foundress, a  particular influence to bear on the dissemination of the
doctrine. This influence, and the related  texts, is the subject chosen by George
Keiser for his study of  a  particular  aspect  of fifteenth century spirituality.

A  belief  in purgatory assumes the  soul’s  ultimate salvation.  Fiftéenth
century England evolved  a  unique visual representation of the doctrine in the
form which Pamela Sheingorn calls the  bosom  of Abraham  Trinity. This  adds
to the customary representation of the Trinity a  cloth,  held by God the Father,
supporting the cleansed and  naked  souls, in the ‘bosom of Abraham’, where the
just would remain until the  Last  Judgement when, finally,  they would attain
Paradise.  This  fascinating article ranges  across the Christian centuries but finds
a  particular  place  in fifteenth century England with its liturgical emphasis on the
feast of All Saints.

The remaining articles of this volume of  essays  cover the  broad  sweep of
the visual, intellectual, and political life of the fifteenth century.  They include
some  important contributions. Gerald Harriss’s study of the  mentalité  of
Cardinal Beaufort will surely become required reading for undergraduates, but
will be no less interesting to the enthusiasm and sharing of knowledge which
characterises  a  wider audience, such as that found in the Richard III Society.
Beaufort is shown, in his pursuit of the cardinal’s  hat, as both more  complex
and more committed to the Lancastrian dynasty than  he is sometimes given
credit for; and, in his  vision  of English imperialism, for  once  more  far-sighted
than  his  nephew  of the half-blood, Henry V. Beaufort  owed  his wealth and his
advancement to his nearness to the royal  house; self-interest there was in his
ambition, but even in his services to the papacy and to the unity of Christian
Europe his driving force was his  attachment  to the Lancastrian  dynasty and to
the land of his birth. There will be some who disagree with Dr Harriss’s
interpretation but, whatever the verdict, this is  a  historian at his  best, re-
thinking and re-formulating a  well-known  maze  of evidence to achieve  a  new
and convincing picture.

The  essay which follows, by Dr Michael Jones, has  a  similar excitement,
although the visual evidence has all but disappeared — indeed, in  recent
memory, one of the few physical remains of the  palace  of Collyweston, a
dovecote  bearing Margaret  Beaufort’s  initials, has fallen victim to the vandalism
in the name of progress of our own times. Dr Jones achieves  a happy marriage
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of the architectural history of Collyweston, set in  context with .other
contemporary enterprises, and the political and social forces which underpinned
and determined the building programme. Margaret is shown to be, in effect,
Henry VII’s  lieutenant in the area; and like any great lord her exercise of
authority was at times resented. Her palace (for so it was sometimes called) was,
as Dr  Jones concludes, a palace of power as well as pleasure.

Both  Dr Jones and Dr Harriss  push against  and expand the boundaries of
our understanding of fifteenth century history. Simon Payling’ s  essay on
parliamentary elections in Lancastrian Nottinghamshire is narrower in focus
but nonetheless  a  contribution of considerable importance. The majority of
elections are  seen  as uncontested, although there was much jockeying and
diplomacy behind the scenes  before  the ‘election’ itself —  a  process with which
the Paston. letters make us familiar. Contests there  were  at times, with the
election determined by corruption or main force, although  the first return  might
then be invalidated by subsequent  legal  action.  Mr Payling, however, shows  us
not  only a disputed election but an actual poll list, a  unique survival, although
its  nature  is not at first apparent. 0n the evidence he presents he is surely right.
It  highlights, too, the political importance of the small freeholder in the election
process, and draws  attention  to the  stake, often ignored or forgotten by
historians, that  he had in the government of the county.‘It.would be nice to have
had the  text  of the document itself, but in his  survey of the electoral process, and
his analysis of the characters, qualifications, and political allegiances of the four  .
Nottinghamshire candidates, Mr Payling gives  generously of his knowledge.

John  Glenn’s attempts to share his pleasure in the  geography and
cosmology of the world map of Pierre  d’Ailly (d.  1419) is  less successful, partly
because  the several Latin quotations which interrupt the narrative are not
directly translated, although  most  are subsequently paraphrased. The aim of the .
article is two-fold: to help us to see the  world  as understood through  fifteenth
century eyes  and, as  a  secondary theme to appreciate the inspiration the work
gave  to Christopher Columbus for his epic voyage of discovery and his courage
in  making the attempt at all.

Rather different  m  character is Peter Fleming’s attractive biographical-
cum—cultural ramble through the world of the Kentish family of Haute, their
friends and associates. Their  talents  and interests  stand  comparison  with  their
better  known  Elizabethan counterparts, the gentlemen of late Tudor England;
our feet remain on the ground with the apposite introduction which shows us_
that  self-preservation m an increasingly literate world was the prime motivator
of a gentleman' sbookish education.

The way in which the political ebb and flow of the period of the Wars of the
Roses  (loosely interpreted) could affect education and academe is a theme
picked up by Professor Robin Storey. He  traces  the universities’ supine
reactions to the changes of monarch or the shifting political alliances and
ascendancies at court to their underlying insecurity and the tensions between
town  and gown. Cambridge, rather than Oxford, performed  a  better  balancing
act, which may have  contributed to the growth of us student population.  Both
Oxford and Cambridge  sought good  lordship; political acumen was  a  necessary
ingredient of their survival.
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John  Scattergood  ploughs  a ‘rather different field.  when  he  takes  us
éntertainingly, but with serious intent, through  two centuries of fashion and
three  of sumptuary legislation which  sought  to  regulate  and restrict the dress of
all levels of  society, each according to his social  station.  The blurring of  social
distinctions within lay society, the  threat  to the natural order of rank,
precedence  and authority was  a  prime motivation of the sumptuary laws, and of
the critical response of poets and others to sumptuary excess. Excess in every
rank was  also  seen as an incitement to pride and worse  and, through the
importation of luxury goods, as a threat to the economic life-blood of England.
Through  the  mouths  of contemporary poets  Dr  Scattergood  finds  a  means to
comment effectively on his  theme.

The only criticism of Marian Campbell’s excellent  piece  on- English
goldsmiths 1n the fifteenth century is  that  not  only are the  accompanying plates
(like all others in the volume) divorced from the essay which  they complement,
but are entirely devoid of  cross  reference from  the  text.  This is  a  pity since with
Well  chosen economy she introduces us to the world of the goldsmiths,
especially those  of  London, and their wares.  Much  has  been lost  —  which
makes  the Middleham jewel not only a  unique  but  a  particularly important find;
although  inventory references give  some  indication of the range, opulence and
quality of the goldsmiths' work.  ' .

Phillip Lindley' 5  paper on figure sculpture at  Winchester  IS of  less general
interest, but brings to life  a little  known  archive, if the fragments of sculpture at
Winchester may be so  termed, and' reveals  a  vigorous tradition of sculpture at
Winchester from the late  fourteenth  to the end of the fifteenth century and
beyond. - -  .  -

Ricérdians familiar with the ‘Yérkist' head  of St  John  the Baptist now in
the Burrell collection  need  no introduction to the splendours of the English
alabaster industry. Linda Rollason's classification of  alabaster_s  into  stylistic
and chronological g'roups argues for an industry more  vital and  vigorous than  15
sometimes  allowed; more receptive to new trends and currents in artistic  style.
Moreover, the products of the alabaster workshops are 'fouhd  outside'the
insular .bounds . of England. Political  domination  and deliberate settlement
provided  a  ready and favourable  market m northern  France for.entrcpreneurial
activity by merchants and alabasterers. . -,  w  . .

Two esSays fall outside the prevailing pattern of the  book, although both
have  a valuable contribution to  make.  Kay Staniland’ s  descriptive account of  a
neglected  area of Study, the‘ rituals surrounding a  royal  birth, well suits  'her
subject.  The examples are  taken  mostly from the reign of Henry VII, and
broadened by an allusion- to the central, but often  forgotten, role of. Arthur, the
King’s  eldest  son,- as  a  key figure for the  study of late fifteenth  century
ceremonial.

The final essay in the  book, as it is the last to be mentioned here, is one of
immediate interest to Ricardians —  a  study' of the purpose and authorship of
the Crowland Chrbnicle and its several continuations..This is  a  more  Sober and
reasoned argument  than that  which appears in the introduction to the recent
edition of the second and  third  continuations of the chronicle. Dr Williams
ascribes  these two continuations to the same hand. If  I  find myself  unconvinced
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by the identification of his candidate for the  authorship this  is no detraction of
the calibre of his argument or the value of his contribution to the  still
unresolved  debate.  Dr Williams has returned to C. L.  Kingsford's candidate,
Piers  Curtis, household servant  of Edward IV, wardrober of Henry VII, and
sanctuary man in the  reign  of Richard  III.  The reader  must  judge for himself
whether or no the arguments put forward carry conviction.

What  are we to make of the  book itself?  Surely it  must  be greater than the
sum of its  parts? I hope this  review has said  enough  to  show  that  the  book  has
something for  everyone, and  that  the cross-fertilisation  between  followers of
different disciplines, who would normally work  in  isolation, without reference
to or  awareness of  others  ploughing the same field  along a  different furrow, is a
process  to be recommended.  Members  privileged  enough  to  attend  Ricardian
conferences  will  recognise  the lively debate that  can  ensue when  intelligent, but
‘non-professional’ minds  start  questioning the speaker and  debating among
themselves. In an inter-disciplinary conference  we are  all, in  a  sense, amateurs,
and due humility, eagerness to  learn  and readiness to  share  ideas and knowledge
can  bring inestimable rewards. Yet it is  here that  this  book  has failed  both  its
contributors  and its readers, and has  done  so in an entirely avoidable way.  The
collection contains no absolute duds, although some  articles are less
penetrating, more pedestrian and more  predictable  than  others; it  also  contains
contributions  that  are  outstanding by any measure, and  others, such  as the
catalogues raisonné,  which are clearly significant in their chosen field. But the
editor’s preface is  a  model of  self-restraint, where the  book calls  for  a  drawing
together  of ideas and  themes, a  summing of the  parts  rather than  a  praise merely
for the arithmetical process of addition. Even  more  serious is the  absence of an
index.  We would  look  for Richard III in the Hastings Hours  and, after thought,
perhaps in the Salisbury Roll. But would we find him, for  example, under
goldsmiths?  The  patronage  and politics of the  extended Beaufort  family emerge
strongly from  several  contributions, but would we  look  beyond  the cardinal and
the palace of Collyweston? And  what  of trade, ceremonial, the royal  household,
parliament and legislation, to name but  a few?  This is not a  book  to be read
from  cover to  cover, but one to be sampled, enjoyed  and savoured, at leisure,
from  need, and at will.  Many fifteenth  century historians, and their lay readers,
are characterised by their openness to the cross-fertilisation of ideas, their
recognition  of the vibrant literature and iconography of the age.  A book such  as
this is, in  a  sense, a  celebration  of the shared enterprise: but without the  tool  of
an  index  it, as  a  working book, is too likely to bear  barren  fruit.
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